
Recording skills



This is intended as an interactive session, so I’ll be asking you 
questions as we go and do come in with your own at any time.

Alan Leslie at 
the BSBI 
Conteaster 
meeting in 
2021



We’ll be covering 

• Maps and mapreading
• GPS accuracy
• Sites and site names
• Record entry, including apps
• Recording cards
• Submitting records
• Verification
• Recording priorities

Alan Leslie describing a 
Ranunculus auricomus



Maps and map reading



Where are these places and how 
far apart are they?

///storms.presuming.topical 

///curly.committed.troubled 



Where are these places and how 
far apart are they?

///storms.presuming.topical = 

SJ43521435 = B4473

///curly.committed.troubled = 

SJ43301435 = House



SJ43521435
SJ = 100 km square
SJ41 = hectad 
SJ41H = tetrad
SJ4314 = monad
The difference in easting 4352 – 4330 says that they 
are 220 metres apart



Cucaera https://www.cucaera.co.uk allows you to view a variety 
of maps and read off positions

The Roadmap only shows major roads

https://www.cucaera.co.uk/


The OS 1:50,000 shows more detail



The OS 1:25,000 is generally best for navigating in the countryside 



You can also view the 1937 - 1961 OS 1:25,000 which can be 
helpful for identifying lost habitats.



The satellite image gives a better idea of whether you will have a 
ploughed field or grassland etc.



You can add geological 
overlays to the Cucaera 
maps. This shows the surface 
“drift”.



The area to the west of Oswestry has more varied bedrock 
geology, with limestones in the west and sand and mudstones 
to the east. 



Open Street Map (OSM) https://www.openstreetmap.org can be more 
useful in towns as it often shows small paths and other features

https://www.openstreetmap.org/


Particularly when zoomed in



When planning an excursion it can be helpful to start at an easily 
findable point. This map shows the number of recent records per 
monad in the area east of Preston Montford, along with some “LORE” 
species. 



Churches are easier to find, so here you might start at Bicton church, 
even though the monad is well recorded. Then use the 1:25,000 map to 
navigate around the public footpaths.



Precision vs accuracy

Most GPS units automatically give 10 figure (= 1 metre) precision (eg 
SJ43297 14356), however they are rarely accurate to this precision and 
are sometimes only accurate to 6 figures (= 100 metres) (eg SJ 432 143). 
Under good conditions with a top end GPS unit the best you can do is 
about 2m.

Conditions are rarely good:
• Trees, buildings etc can 

block the signal
• The satellite constellation 

can be in a poor 
configuration

• Earth has an atmosphere 
and an ionosphere that 
distorts signals



A very expensive differential GPS (one that uses a local fixed position as 
a reference) can give very accurate positions (cm), however even here it 
can be affected by trees, buildings etc. We trialled the BSBI Recording 
app at last year’s meeting. At monad level the positions mostly look 
good.



However there are small positional errors. The bottom line is that only 
8-figure grid references should normally be used.  Even then, don’t 
expect to get back to the precise position of a rare plant – give a verbal 
description of where it was as a comment.



Site names



Designated sites may have a plethora of styles, which vary 
from county to county and there may also be designations for 
wider areas. Here are a few:

• SSSI – Site of Special Scientific Interest, which may be divided into 
units that don’t always correspond to management units

• LWS – Local Wildlife Site
• CWS – County Wildlife Site
• CiWS – City Wildlife Site
• PRV – Protected Road Verge
• SRV – Special Roadside Verge
• RNV – Roadside Nature Reserve
• LNR – Local Nature Reserve
• LGS – Local Geological Site

Right : We visited The Cliffe LWS last year



• Airport Way RSV – LERC site name
• Teversham – Council site name

• PRV S38 Teversham – WT survey name
• Teversham RSV 89/45 Airport Way, TL494586
• Teversham RSV 89/45 Airport Way
• Teversham, PRV S38 east – VCR records 

name
• Teversham, PRV S38 west

None of the names mention CWS
The PRV and CWS boundaries are different

Example 1



Example 2

A site with PRV, LNR, 
CiWS, CWS and SSSI 

designations.  It is also 
an LGS



Example 2

SSSI CWS LNR



Example 2

PRV

Site names in TL4855 
include

• Cherry Hinton Chalk Pit
• Cherry Hinton East Pit
• Cherry Hinton Pit SSSI
• Cherry Hinton Pits
• Cherry Hinton RSV 89/06
• Cherry Hinton RSV 89/07E
• Cherry Hinton RSV 89/07W
• Cherry Hinton West Pit
• East Pit
• Lime Kiln Hill Reservoirs CWS
• Lime Kiln Road
• Lime Kiln Road Verge (SSSI 

section)
• Lime Kiln Road Verge and Hedge 

CiWS
• PRV C1 Lime Kiln Hill
• PRVs C1 and C2 Lime Kiln Hill
• West Pit

CiWS



Lime Kiln Close is (mostly) in 
TL4856 and is variously named:

Cherry Hinton Lime Kiln Close
Lime Kiln Close
Lime Kiln Close LNR

There is no mention of the CWS 
designation
All records are supposedly in 
TL4856

Example 2

West Pit



• Ermine Street PRV S53
• Ermine Street RSV 

(Longstowe - Arrington)

In this case the designated 
length of PRV and CWS is the 
same.  The CWS is not 
mentioned in any of the 
records.

ALL records for Ermine Street 
RSV (Longstowe - Arrington) 
were put in TL3252

Example 3



Site names 
matter

Is a rare plant in a designated site 
or not?

An analysis of records attempting 
to compare the flora of PRV, LNR, 
CiWS, LWS and SSSI would struggle.

A first step would be to make site 
names and boundaries more 
widely available.

Images: A Cambridge CWS and a 
Cambridge CiWS



Telford LNR sites
https://telford-gis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html



Cambridgeshire has
https://maps.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/myCambridgeshire.aspx



https://maps.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/myCambridgeshire.aspx
does include permissive paths

Megs Mount – 
potential CWS



Shropshire Environmental Data Network viewer
https://shropshire.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html



Some suggestions
It should be possible for any recorder to easily find out what the site 
boundaries and site names are and also convey this information in 
records.

• We should havev an interactive map similar to the Shropshire one 
(but ideally better) showing site boundaries and names etc.

• There should be a naming convention to clearly identify what part of 
a site is being recorded.  This should include site name, designation(s) 
and where appropriate management unit.  Possible examples
• Fulbourn Fen SSSI, East Fen
• Teversham, Airport Way PRV S38 E,
• Teversham, Airport Way PRV S38 E, CWS

• Records should not be assigned to a site centroid if it covers more 
than one monad.



Record entry

VCRs use a variety of systems to log records. These may include:
• MapMate – historically the main BSBI system
• Recorder – a nationally supported system
• Locally developed databases
• Spreadsheet based systems
• The DDb (particularly for 

records not in MapMate
• iRecord etc
• BSBI Recording app

There are pros and cons for
all these.

In future we will probably
use the BSBI Recording app.



The BSBI Recording app and other apps



If the weather is good we will give the app a quick try. If not we’ll just 
look at some of the features. Note that the app is still under 
development.

Record a plant : often useful for the odd record sent in by email, or for 
something that isn’t in the MapMate taxon list
Add a set of casual records : this is more or less the same thing



Survey: can either be done live on your phone or later from a record 
card.





iRecord : supported by the Biological Records Centre. 

• Not just plants, so 
good if you record 
multiple taxa

• No transfer of 
botanical records 
for several years

• VCRs may act as 
verifiers

https://irecord.org.uk/



Other apps

iNaturalist : https://www.inaturalist.org/ USA based recording/id 
app. Allows pseudonyms and id not always reliable.

Obsidentify : https://observation.org/apps/obsidentify/ Dutch 
based, but pretty good for identification. Use as a pointer for 
further checking using id key.

Other resources : https://bsbi.org/resources 

https://www.inaturalist.org/
https://observation.org/apps/obsidentify/
https://bsbi.org/resources


Recording cards

• There is a BSBI card for every county. These use Stace III names. They 
are based on the frequency of records in the county, rather than the 
frequency of species, so often include species that have become 
scarcer.

• Some counties have developed their own cards. These may use Stace 
III or Stace IV names.

• Few use common names
• Some recorders use a notebook and write down names
• Some recorders use a notebook and write down BRC numbers

Advantages of cards
• Easier to read in sunlight
• Quick to cross off names
• Easy to see what you haven’t (yet) recorded
• Can be waterproof



There are BSBI cards for every county



Many counties have their own. Somerset use Stace IV names



I show common species with a ! and RPR species in bold



I also produce tailored cards for sites I visit regularly



Submitting records

• Records might as well not have been made if they aren’t sent to the 
appropriate person. For botanical records this will usually be the VCR, 
but it could be a LERC.

• Some LERCs have very good verification systems that allow cross 
checking of grid reference and site name and work with VCRs.

• Send records in soon after they are made – this allows the VCR to 
give feedback and perhaps ask for evidence in some cases.

• Records are used for many purposes, by the BSBI for science, by 
LERCs for planning consents and by site managers.

• The BSBI Recording app puts records directly in a holding area on the 
DDb. This potentially allows speedy verification.

• In future there should be a regular transfer from iRecord to a 
different holding area on the DDb.

• MapMate has a direct transfer facility. This assumes that the VCR has 
verified the records. I transfer v.c.29 records every couple of weeks.

• Records may be submitted via a spreadsheet.



Verifying records

• This is an important role for a VCR.
• There are many techniques ranging from a simple scan through 

records, to computer assisted verification.
• Difficult records may need a voucher or be sent to a referee (or 

another local expert)
• Looking forward, it would be helpful to have a preliminary verification 

query available on the DDb holding area – all the app does is say 
whether a record might be new for the hectad and a hint of when it 
was last recorded.

In v.c.29 I have Chris Preston 
(pondweeds), Nick Jardine (Sagina) and 
Alan Leslie (everything!) as on hand 
experts.



Verifying records : What I do

• Format spreadsheet records into a form for MapMate import. This is 
often easier said than done.
• Recorders sometimes use a mix of Stace II, III and IV names and 

sometimes use their own spelling of them.
• They may not use consistent site names
• Many spreadsheets don’t include the vc number
• Some reformatting and name correcting can be done by 

computer programs
• List species from the RPR (in my case the RPCC) and those which are 

uncommon in the county using another computer program.
• Focus on those.



Hottonia palustris [Plant Atlas 2020]



Recording priorities

Almost as many as there are VCRs! Some options.

• Continue routine monad recording for Atlas 2040
• Target monads with few (<50?) or no records (“Shanklins”)
• Site based recording
• Hunt for LORE species – those not seen in a hectad for over 20 

years
• Focus on a taxon and become a referee
• BSBI science projects

Allied to this are more desk based projects
• Compiling a county, regional or site Flora
• Compiling a Register of Plants of Conservation Concern



Any further questions? If not it is nearly dinner time!

Brian 
Eversham 
instructing 
on Elms
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